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Duality for Goal-Driven Query Processingin Disjunctive Deductive DatabasesAdnan YahyaElectrical Engineering Department, Birzeit University, Birzeit, PalestineEmail: yahya@ee.birzeit.edu WWW:http://www.birzeit.edu/eng/yahyaAbstractBottom-up query answering procedures tend to explore a much larger search space than isstrictly needed. Top-down processing has a more focused search space which can result in moree�cient query answering. We establish a strong connection between model generation and clausederivability that allows us to use a bottom-up procedure for evaluating queries in a top-downfashion. The approach requires no extensive rewriting of the input theory and introduces no newpredicates. Rather, it is based on a certain duality principle for interpreting logical connectives.It is achieved by reversing the direction of implication arrows in the clauses representing boththe theory and the negation of the query. The application of a generic bottom-up procedureto the transformed clause set results in top-down query answering. We give meaning to thistransformation and show how it can be utilized for re�ned query answering by specifying theminimal conditions (weakest updates) under which the query becomes derivable from the theory.1 IntroductionBottom-up query processing tends to explore a search space much larger than that required for theanswer. In contrast, top-down methods perform a more focused search for refutations by utilizingthe information contained in the query. Several approaches based on transforming the set of clausesrepresenting the theory or using certain data structures and special algorithms to achieve top-downprocessing for a given query are available. Most of the transformations involve the introduction ofnew predicates and/or extensive rule rewriting to enable the more focused search [1, 5, 8, 14, 16, 19].In this paper we o�er an alternative method for top-down processing of positive queries basedon a certain concept of duality. It exploits the implicit modi�cation of the interpretation of logicalconnectives induced by the reversal of the implication sign of clauses. No additional modi�cation ofthe theory is needed. E�ectively the same procedure can be used both for bottom-up and top-downquery processing, depending on whether the procedure is applied to the theory or to its dualization.We utilize the information returned by the procedure to allow for re�ned query answering. There�nement consists of specifying the minimal insertion updates needed for the query to becomederivable from the updated theory. We show that our approach makes it possible to split the queryanswering process into two stages: the �rst is the generation of the minimal checks needed to ensurethe derivability of the query. This is based on the interaction of the query with the Intensional partof the database (IDB). The second is the actual look-up of these conditions in the Extensional part ofthe database (EDB). Alternatively, one could integrate the two stages to get shallower computationswith the context and associated costs determining the exact choice.1



The remainder of the paper is organized as follows. In the next section we give some relevant def-initions and background material. In Section 3 we de�ne our duality-based procedure for a restrictedclass of disjunctive theories: that of ground databases with no denial rules. We establish a strongrelationship between the set of clauses that need to be derivable in order for a positive query to betrue in the theory and the set of minimal models of the dualization of the query and the theory. InSection 4 we show how to relax the restrictions on our procedure and the problems involved in al-lowing for more general theories and queries. We also o�er some interpretation and implementationnotes on the advanced approach to explain the sources of its improved performance, potential andlimitations. In Section 5 we compare our approach with others advanced in the literature and pointto possible directions of further research.2 Preliminaries and Background MaterialWe assume familiarity with the basic concepts of deductive databases as, e.g., in [11] and limitourselves to the basic material needed for presenting the results of this paper.De�nition 2.1 A disjunctive deductive database (DDDB), DB, is a set of clauses of the form:C = B1 ^ : : : ^ Bn ! A1 _ � � � _ Am;where m;n � 0 and the As and Bs are atoms in a First Order Language (FOL) L with no functionsymbols. By Head(C), (Body(C)) we denote the set of atoms in the head (body) of a clause C of DB.We write C as Body(C) ! Head(C). Atoms of Body(C) (Head(C)) are interpreted conjunctively(disjunctively). Atom ? (false) refers to the empty head and atom > (true) refers to the empty body.The Herbrand base of DB, HBDB , is the set of all ground atoms that can be formed using thepredicate symbols and constants in L. The disjunctive Herbrand base is the set of all (�nite) positiveground disjunctions formed from the elements of the herbrand base. A Herbrand interpretation isany subset of HBDB . A Herbrand model of DB,M , is a Herbrand interpretation such thatM j= DB(all clauses of DB are true in M). A model M is minimal if no proper subset of M is a model ofDB. The set of all minimal models of DB is denoted by MM(DB).De�nition 2.2 A DDDB, DB, can be partitioned into three sets of clauses:1. The extensional part (EDB): a positive disjunctive database corresponding to base relationsand containing facts (clauses with empty bodies, positive clauses).2. The intensional part (IDB): used to derive new pieces of information.3. The integrity constraints (ICDB): used to ensure that the theory satis�es certain properties.We limit integrity constraints to denial constraints (clauses with empty heads).De�nition 2.3 A query Q is positive if it can be translated into a set of positive clauses.We limit our consideration to positive queries. This includes disjunctive queries which are dis-junctions of atomic queries and conjunctive queries which are conjunctions of atomic queries. Otherpositive queries can be reduced to a conjunction of disjunctive queries. Queries are assumed groundand have yes/no answers. We treat both clauses and models as sets of ground atoms. A set of atomsis interpreted disjunctively when it is referred to as a clause and conjunctively when it is referred toas a model. We can even talk about equality of a clause and a model which is to be interpreted asthem having the same underlying set. Unless otherwise stated, we assume that the database underconsideration is consistent. 2



3 The Duality Approach3.1 Goal Set ExpansionTheorem 1 Let DB be a ground DDDB (with no denial constraints) and Q = q1 _ ::: _ qn,(fq1; :::; qng � HBDB), be a ground disjunctive query. If DB ` Q then a clause subsuming Qoccurs in the head of some clause of DB: 9C 2 DB s: t: Head(C) \Q = Head(C).Proof: Q is derivable from DB i� it is true in every model of DB. Assume that Q is derivablefrom DB and there exists no clause C 2 DB such that Head(C) subsumes Q. ConsiderM = HB(DB) n fq1; :::; qng. It satis�es all clause heads since none of them consists entirelyof atoms in Q. M is a model of DB and M 6j= Q. A contradiction.The following example shows that Theorem 1 doesn't hold in the presence of denial constraints:Example 1 Consider DB1 = fP (d) ! P (a) _ P (b) _ P (c); P (d)g and DB2 = fP (d) ! P (a) _P (b) _ P (c); P (d); P (c)! ?g and Q = P (a) _ P (b). Clearly DB2 ` Q but DB1 6` Q.In view of Theorem 1, if a subclause of Q is in the EDB then the query is true. This can beveri�ed by inspection. If not, we need to look for a clause C with a subclause of Q as (instance of)the head and show that C will derive Q at least in all models of DB in which Q may not be satis�ed,ensuring the derivability of Q. One way to do that is by showing that atoms of the body of C areall elements of the EDB. However, this is too strong a condition: it is su�cient but not necessary.We develop the necessary and su�cient conditions based on results reported in [5, 10, 14, 22].De�nition 3.1 Let DB be a ground DDDB (with no denial constraints), Q = q1 _ ::: _ qn be adisjunctive query against DB and C = B1 ^ ::: ^ Bk ! A1 _ ::: _ Al be a clause in DB. We de�neGQC , the goal clause set of Q relative to C, as:GQC = � fq1 _ ::: _ qn _B1; :::; q1 _ ::: _ qn _ Bkg if fA1; :::; Alg � fq1; :::; qngfq1 _ ::: _ qng if fA1; :::; Alg 6� fq1; :::; qngTwo special cases of the �rst condition are of interest. The �rst is when Head(C) is empty (?).Head(C) is a subset of every set. The condition always holds and expansion is possible on all atoms ofBody(C). The second is when Body(C) is empty (>) and the condition (fA1; :::; Alg � fq1; :::; qng)holds. Expanding Q by > is equivalent to >: resulting in the empty expansion set.GQC is meant to de�ne a set of clauses, that need to be derivable from (E)DB to prove that Qis derivable from DB through clause C. While we are replacing the provability of one clause Qby the provability of several, the latter are longer disjunctions and, therefore, each of them has abetter chance of being proved. Clearly it is possible to delete all nonminimal elements from theclause set GQC . In particular, if fA1; :::; Alg � fq1; :::; qng and fB1; :::; Bkg \ fq1; :::; qng 6= ; then GQCis subsumed by the single clause q1 _ ::: _ qn and therefore GQC = fq1 _ ::: _ qng in this case too.We make this explicit when de�ning the consequence operator T gDB later in this section (De�nition3.2). By (Body(C) _Q) we denote the set fq1 _ ::: _ qn _ BijBi 2 Body(C)g.Theorem 2 Let DB be a ground DDDB (with no denial constraints) and Q = q1 _ ::: _ qn be adisjunctive query. DB ` Q if and only if there exists a clause C in DB such that Head(C) subsumesQ and the formula (Body(C) _Q) is derivable from DB.3



Proof: Assume that the conditions hold but Q is not true in some model of DB, say M . FromM j= (Body(C) _ Q) we get that Body(C) � M . Consequently Head(C) � Q is true in M .Q needs to be true in M by an application of clause C. A contradiction.Now, assume that for all relevant clauses C of DB, (Body(C) _Q) is not derivable from DB.Consider a suitable model M of DB: there is a clause (B _ Q) for some B 2 Body(C) suchthat both B and Q are false in M . C is satis�ed (but does not �re) in M . Q is not derivablefrom DB (it is false in M).Corollary 1 [10] Under the conditions of Theorem 2 and let C be as de�ned there:1. Q is derivable from DB i� (Body(C) _Q) is derivable from DB n fCg.2. If Body(C) \Q 6= ; then DB ` Q i� DB n fCg ` Q.3. DB 6` Q if and only if for all clauses C in DB such that Head(C) subsumes Q, (Q_Body(C))is not derivable from DB.Proof: 1. If Body(C) _ Q is derivable from DB n fCg then Q is derivable from DB by theapplication of clause C.Let Body(C)_Q be derivable from DB. Assume that DB nfCg 6` (Body(C)_Q). Thereexists an interpretation M s. t. M j= (DB n fCg) but M 6j= Body(C). Body(C) \M 6=Body(C). M j= C and consequently M j= DB and therefore M j= (Body(C) _ Q). Acontradiction.2. Immediate since Body(C)_Q is subsumed by Q. That is: Q 2 f(B_Q) j B 2 Body(C)g.3. Straightforward.Repeated application of Theorem 2 may be needed to �nish the task. Consider the example:Example 2 Let DB3 = fC1 = a_b; C2 = c_d; C3 = a^d! e_b; C4 = b^d! f _c; C5 = c! gg.Let Q1 = b _ e _ g, Q2 = b _ c _ f and Q3 = g _ f .1. Q1 = b _ e _ g: Applying the clause C3 to Q1 yields the set fC6 = b _ e _ g _ a; C7 =b _ e _ g _ dg. EDB ` C6 (subsumed by C1) while C7 is not so we apply clause C5 to C7 toyield fC8 = b_ e_ g _ d_ cg which is derivable from EDB (subsumed by C2) and consequentlyso is Q1.2. Q2 = b_ c_f : Applying the clause C4 to Q2 yields the set fC9 = c_f _ b; C10 = b_ c_f _dg.C10 is derivable from EDB while C9 is not. All attempts to solve C9 (through C4) fail andtherefore DB 6` Q2. Note that we could have generated C9 alone since Q2 \ Body(C4) is notempty without changing the �nal result (actually, no expansion of Q2 is possible).3. Q3 = g_f : Applying the clause C5 to Q3 yields the set fC11 = c_g_fg. C11 is not derivablefrom EDB. Applying the clause C4 to C11 yields the set fC12 = c_g_f_b; C13 = c_g_f_dg.C13 is derivable from EDB while C12 is not. No clauses are available to extend C12 so DB 6` Q2.Theorem 2 and Corollary 1 suggest a simple approach to proving Q. Keep generating clausesuntil a su�cient group is subsumed by clauses in DB. The following points need to be emphasized:4



� The expansion of clauses is continued until the elements of the goal clause set are found to besubsumed by elements in EDB or until no more applications of the rules of IDB are possible.� The top-down nature of the expansion process since the clauses are selected on their (head)matching (subsuming) the goal clause (current query).� The clause (instance) used for expansion is applied only once and it can be deleted from thedatabase during the rest of the search process, thus guaranteeing termination.De�nition 3.2 Let DB = EDB [ IDB be a ground DDDB (with no denial constraints), Q be aground positive clause and S be a set of ground positive clauses. We de�ne the consequence operatorT gDB that maps sets of positive clauses into sets of positive clauses of the disjunctive Herbrand baseof DB as follows [6, 9, 18]:T gDB(fQg) = � fQ _ Bj 9C 2 DB s:t:Head(C) � Q;Body(C) \Q = ;; B 2 Body(C)g:fQg OtherwiseT gDB(S) = SC2S T gDB(fCg),T gDB " 0(S) = S,T gDB " �(S) = T gDB(T gDB " (�� 1)(S)) for successor ordinal �,T gDB " �(S) = lubfT gDB " �(S) : � < �g for limit ordinal �,lfp(T gDB) = T gDB " !(S), where ! is the �rst limit ordinal.We may assume that subsumed clauses are deleted (minimization is performed) at each stage.This is so since subsumed clauses are automatically derivable from DB when the subsuming clausesare1. However, we elect not to adopt this assumption to stay as general as possible.Example 3 Consider DB = EDB [ IDB = fC1 = a _ b; C2 = c _ dg [ fC3 = a ^ d! e _ b; C4 =b ^ d! f _ c; C5 = c! gg. Let Q1 = b _ e _ g, Q2 = b _ c _ f and Q3 = g _ f as in Example 2.T gIDB " 1(fQ1g) = fC6 = b _ e _ g _ a; C7 = b _ e _ g _ d; C8 = b _ e _ g _ cg.T gIDB " 2(fQ1g) = fC9 = b _ e _ g _ a _ c; C10 = b _ e _ g _ d _ cg = T gIDB " !(fQ1g).T gIDB " 1(fQ2g) = fC11 = b _ c _ fg = T gIDB " !(fQ2g).T gIDB " 1(fQ3g) = fC12 = g _ c _ fg.T gIDB " 2(fQ3g) = fC13 = g _ c _ f _ b; C14 = g _ c _ f _ dg = T gIDB " !(fQ3g).Note that the expansion can produce nonminimal elements. For example, if we let DB0 = DB [fC0 = f^d! a_gg then applying C0 to C9 gives T gIDB0 " !(fQ1g) = fC14 = b_e_g_a_c_d; C15 =b _ e _ g _ a _ c _ f; C10 = b _ e _ g _ d _ cg. C14 is nonminimal. It is subsumed by C10.Later we prove that if we start with a disjunctive query Q, then T gDB " !(fQg) is the (goal,hence the superscript g) set of clauses that all need to be subsumed by EDB in order to prove Q.1Note, however, that the partial order on sets of interpretations (sets of clauses in our case) I and J is de�nedthrough the set inclusion relationship (�) between the minimal elements of the sets. That is, J v I if and only if8I 2 Min(I);9J 2 Min(J ); J � I, where Min(I) = fIjI 2 I; 6 9I0 2 I s:t: I0 � Ig . So, rather than minimizingat every step, we minimize after the complete computation. Clearly, nonminimal elements will have no e�ect on thepartial order and the results of [6] hold here as well. 5



3.2 The Duality TransformationDe�nition 3.3 (dual clause) Let C = Body(C) ! Head(C) be a clause of a DDDB, DB. Wede�ne the dual clause of C, Cd = Head(C) ! Body(C). Head(C) = Body(Cd) and Body(C) =Head(Cd). ? (>) in the head (body) of C is replaced by > (?) in the body (head) of Cd. The dualof a set of clauses S is the set Sd of the duals of each of the members of S.Next we establish a strong connection between T gIDB " !(fQg) and the minimal models of thedual theory and query.Lemma 1 Let DB be a ground DDDB (with no denial constraints), Q = q1_ :::_qn be a disjunctivequery against DB, Qd = fq1; :::; qng, and C = B1^ :::^Bk ! A1_ :::_Al be a clause in DB. Then2� MM(fCdg [Qd) � GQC� MM(fCdg [Qd) =Min(GQC )Proof: By de�nition Cd = A1 ^ ::: ^ Al ! B1 _ ::: _ Bk. Three cases are possible:1. If Qd \ fA1; :::; Alg 6= fA1; :::; Alg then MM(fCdg [Qd) = fQdg = GQC .2. If Qd \ fA1; :::; Alg = fA1; :::; Alg and Qd \ fB1; :::; Bkg 6= ; then MM(fCdg [ Qd) =fQdg � GQC and since Min(GQC ) = fQdg then MM(fCdg [Qd) =Min(GQC ).3. If Qd \ fA1; :::; Alg = fA1; :::; Alg and Qd \ fB1; :::; Bkg = ; then MM(fCdg [ Qd) =Min(ffQd [ fB1gg; :::fQd [ fBkggg) =Min(GQC ).Theorem 3 Let DB be a ground DDDB (with no denial constraints) and Q = q1 _ ::: _ qn be adisjunctive query. Let IDBdQ = Qd [ IDBd = fq1; :::; qng [ fCdjC 2 IDBg. Then:� MM(IDBdQ) � T gIDB " !(fQg).� MM(IDBdQ) =Min(T gIDB " !(fQg)).Proof: (Sketch). 8M 2MM(IDBdQ), Qd �M . T gIDB " 0(fQg) = fQg.T gIDB " 1(fQg) = fQ_Bj9C 2 IDB s:t:Head(C) � Q;Body(C)\Q = ; and B in Body(C)g.By Lemma 1 the minimal models of fCdg[Qd are in the set T gDB " 1(fQg). Using this as thebase step i, an induction step can be constructed by applying the operator T gIDB to the setT gIDB " 1(fQg) and using Lemma 1 to show that the minimal models of the set consisting ofthe atoms of each clause generated at step i and a matching clause in IDBd are among theelements returned by the new application of the operator T gIDB .2There is a slight abuse of notation here as far as Q and Qd are concerned. When Q = q1 _ ::: _ qn, the negationof Q, Neg(Q) = q1 _ ::: _ qn ! ? = fq1 ! ?; :::; qn ! ?g. The dual of Neg(Q) = (Neg(Q))d = f> ! q1; :::;> !qng = > ! q1 ^ ::: ^ qn. That is Neg(Q) = q1 _ ::: _ qn ! ? and (Neg(Q))d = > ! q1 ^ ::: ^ qn. So the correctreading of Q and Qd is that we are using the negation of Q during the forward chaining mode and the dual of thatnegation in the top-down computation. It happens that when Q = q1 _ ::: _ qn then the dual of the negation of Q is> ! q1 ^ ::: ^ qn = Qd = fq1; :::; qng. For a conjunctive query Q = q1 ^ ::: ^ qn, Neg(Q) = q1 ^ ::: ^ qn ! ?. Thedual of this negation is > ! q1 _ ::: _ qn. Here also Qd = q1 _ ::: _ qn, as expected. See also paragraph 4.4 for arelated discussion. 6



Theorem 4 Under the conditions of Theorem 3: Q is derivable from DB if and only if: EDBderives the clause set fCjC 2Min(T gIDB " !(fQg))g;or equivalently 8M = fA1; :::; Alg 2 MM(IDBdQ); EDB ` CM = A1 _ ::: _Al.Proof: � Let M be in MM(IDBdQ) and Q be derivable from DB. We show that EDB ` CM .Assume that EDB does not derive CM . There exists a model M 0 of EDB such thatM 0 \M = ;. Clearly M 0 6j= Q, since Qd � M . We extend M 0 into a model of DB, sayM 00, such that M 00 6j= Q and thus get a contradiction. For any clause C 2 IDB:1. If Cd �red during the generation of M then C is trivially satis�ed in M 0 since atleast one of the body atoms of C is not in M 0. That is: 8C 2 IDBs:t:Head(C) �CM ; 9A 2 (Body(C) \M) and A 62M 0 since M 0 \M = ;. M 0 j= C.2. For other clauses, if M 0 j= Body(C) but M 0 6j= Head(C) then add an atom A 62M ofHead(C) toM 0. The resultingM 00 is a superset ofM 0, a model of DB, andM 00 6j= Q.� If 8M 2 MM(IDBdQ), EDB` CM we show that DB ` Q. If not, 9N 2 MM(DB)such that N 6j= Q. We describe how to extend Qd into an M 2 MM(IDBdQ) such thatN \M = ; and therefore N 6j= CM .1. Let i := 0 and Let M0 := Qd;2. Clearly, N \M i = ; (recall that Q is a disjunctive query).IfM i is subsumed by an element ofMM(IDBdQ) then exit withM equal the elementof MM(IDBdQ) subsuming M i.Otherwise there exists a clause Ci 2 IDB such that Head(Ci) \M i = Head(Ci).Since N 6j= Body(Ci) there must be an atom Ai 2 Body(Ci) such that Ai 62 N .Now let M i+1 :=M i [ fAig; i := i+ 1 and go to step 2.Since all models are �nite, the process terminates generating an M 2 MM(IDBdQ) suchthat N \M = ;, N j= DB and N 6j= CM . A contradiction.Example 4 Consider the theory of Example 2: DB = fC1 = a _ b; C2 = c _ d; C3 = a ^ d !e _ b; C4 = b ^ d! f _ c; C5 = c! gg. Let Q1 = b _ e _ g, Q2 = b _ c _ f and Q3 = g _ f .IDB = fC3 = a ^ d! e _ b; C4 = b ^ d! f _ c; C5 = c! gg.IDBd = fCd3 = e ^ b! a _ d; Cd4 = f ^ c! b _ d; Cd5 = g ! cg.IDBdQ1 = IDBd [ Qd1 = IDBd [ fb; e; gg. MM(IDBdQ1) = ffa; b; c; e; gg; fb; c; d; e; ggg. Botha _ b _ c _ e _ g and b _ c _ d _ e _ g are subsumed by clauses in EDB. Q1 is an answer.IDBdQ2 = IDBd [ Qd2 = IDBd [ fb; c; fg. MM(IDBdQ2) = ffb; c; fgg. b _ c _ f is not derivablefrom EDB. Q2 is not an answer.IDBdQ3 = IDBd [ Qd3 = IDBd [ fg; fg. MM(IDBdQ3) = ffb; c; f; gg; fc; d; f; ggg. c _ d _ f _ g issubsumed by (c _ d) 2 EDB while b _ c _ f _ g is not and so Q3 is not an answer.The fact that we are characterizing the goal set in terms of the minimal models of a dualizedtheory allows us to use a (minimal) model generation procedure applied to the dual theory andquery to compute that set.This approach separates the stage of generating the checks from the stage of actual checking.E�ciency gains may be achieved from optimizing access to EDB on external memory. However, theprocesses of generation and checking can be integrated so that derivability is detected as soon as itoccurs, even before the generation of the entire clause. The following theorem shows how to do that.7



Theorem 5 Let DB be a ground DDDB (with no denial constraints) and Q = q1 _ ::: _ qn bea disjunctive query. If DBdQ = fq1; :::; qng [ fCdjC 2 IDBg [ fHead(C) ! ?jC 2 EDBg =IDBdQ[fCdjC 2 EDBg = DBdQ. Then3: Q is derivable from DB if and only if T gDB " !(fQg) = ;;or equivalently i� MM(DBdQ) = ;.Proof: A clause corresponding to M 2 MM(IDBdQ) is derivable from DB if and only if it issubsumed by a clause C in EDB.M will be eliminated by the presence Head(C)! ? in DBdQ.Since M is arbitrary, MM(DBdQ) = ;. The result follows immediately from Theorem 4.Note that elements of EDB produce negative clauses of DBd.Corollary 2 Let DB be a ground DDDB (with no denial constraints) and Q = q1 _ ::: _ qn be adisjunctive query. Let Min(T gDB " !(fQg)) 6= ; (That is MM(DBdQ) 6= ;). Then:1. Q is not derivable from DB.2. DBu ` Q where DBu = DB [ S and 8M 2 MM(DBdQ)9C 2 S s:t: C subsumes M . Thatis, DBu is achieved by adding to DB (actually to its EDB component) a set of clauses Ssubsuming all the minimal models of DBdQ.3. S =MM(DBdQ) is the weakest such set that can be added to DB to guarantee the derivabilityof Q from the updated database DBu.Proof: 1. Immediate.2. Needed to guarantee the condition of theorem 5.3. Consider M 2 MM(DBdQ). Clearly any clause C that is subsumed by M , (M � C),will not remove M from the model set when its corresponding denial (Head(C) ! ?),is added to DBdQ. Any clause that properly subsumes M (C � M) can be weakened byaugmenting it with the remaining elements of M (elements of M nC) and still guaranteethe removal of M from the model set.Once more the characterization of the goal set in terms minimal models makes it possible to usea (minimal) model generation procedure to compute answers in a top down mode.Example 5 For the database and queries of Example 4,DB = fC1 = a _ b; C2 = c _ d; C3 = a ^ d! e _ b; C4 = b ^ d! f _ c; C5 = c! gg.Let Q1 = b _ e _ g, Q2 = b _ c _ f and Q3 = g _ f .DBd = fCd1 = a ^ b! ?; Cd2 = c ^ d! ?; Cd3 = e ^ b! a _ d; Cd4 = f ^ c! b _ d; Cd5 = g ! cg.DBdQ1 = DBd[Qd1 = DBd[fb; e; gg. MM(DBdQ1) =Min(T gDB " !(fQ1g)) = ;. Q1 is an answer.DBdQ2 = DBd [ Qd2 = DBd [ fb; c; fg. MM(DBdQ2) = Min(T gDB " !(fQ2g)) = ffb; c; fgg.DB 6` b _ c _ f . Q2 is not an answer. It will become an answer by adding b _ c _ f to EDB.DBdQ3 = DBd [ Qd3 = DBd [ fg; fg. MM(DBdQ3) = Min(T gDB " !(fQ3g)) = ffb; c; f; ggg. Q3 isnot an answer but adding b _ c _ f _ g will make Q3 an answer.3The extension of Theorem 3 to DBd is easily established: MM(DBdQ) � T gDB " !(fQg) and MM(DBdQ) =Min(T gDB " !(fQg)). 8



4 Extentions and Interpretations4.1 Compound QueriesWhile we considered only disjunctive queries, the results can be extended to general positive queries.An answer to such a query is a�rmative if every clause has a yes answer and is negative otherwise.To answer such a query one could run each clause separately as a disjunctive query and combinethe results. Alternatively, one may run a single process with the elements of each clause being thestarting set for an initial branch. The resulting minimal set which may be more compact than theunion of the minimal sets for individual clauses, will represent the clauses that need to be true inEDB for the compound query to have a yes answer. The compactness is the result of exploiting theshared information between the processes corresponding to individual disjunctive components of thequery. Consider the following example:Example 6 Let DB = fC1 = a_ b; C2 = c_ d; C3 = a^ d! e_ b; C4 = b^ d! f _ c; C5 = c! gg.Let Q6 = a _ g _ f and Q7 = a _ c _ f . (Q6 ^Q7)d = fa; f; g _ cg.MM(IDBdQ6 ) = ffa; b; c; f; gg; fa; c; d; f; ggg and MM(IDBdQ7) = ffa; b; c; fg; fa; c; d; fgg.MM(IDBdQ6^Q7) =MM(IDBdQ7 ) = ffa; b; c; fg; fa; c; d; fgg.4.2 Denial ConstraintsDenial constraints are rules of the form C = Body(C)! ?. In [3] the following result was proved:Lemma 2 Let S be a set of clauses and A1; :::; An(n � 1) be atoms of the Herbrand base of S.1. If M is a minimal model of S such that M 6j= A1 ^ ::: ^ An, then M is a minimal model ofS [ fA1 ^ ::: ^ An ! ?g.2. If M is a minimal model of S [ fA1 ^ ::: ^ An ! ?g, then M is also a minimal model of S.Clearly, if for a positive query Q, DB ` Q then it is also true that (DB [ C) ` Q. However, itis possible that Q is not derivable from DB but is derivable from DB [ C if the bad models are inthe set (MM(DB) nMM(DB [ C)). This was demonstrated by Example 1. So, in a sense, thepresence of denial rules must enhance the potential derivability for positive queries. The form thisenhancement can take is to expand the clauses in the goal clause set of Q so as to contain moreatoms. Indeed, that is what happens. Formally we have the following result:Theorem 6 Let DB be a ground DDDB, C be the set of denial rules in DB and Q be a positivequery. Then: (DB [ C) ` Q if and only if the formula (Body(C) _ Q) = f(B _ Q)jB 2 Body(C)gis derivable from DB for some C 2 C.Proof: If DB ` (Body(C) _Q) for some C 2 C then the minimal models of DB in which Q is notsatis�ed will have to satisfy Body(C) and will be nonmodels of (DB [ C) by an application ofC making (DB [ C) ` Q.Assume (DB [ C) ` Q. By Lemma 2, for any model M 2MM(DB) s.t. M 62 MM(DB [ C)there must exist a clause C 2 C such that Body(C) �M . Clearly, M j= (Body(C) _Q).
9



This theorem is basically suggesting that denial rules expand the goal clause set unconditionallyby extending the query Q with atoms from Body(C), one at a time. Since, according to ourde�nitions, denial rules of DB will convert into positive clauses in the dual database DBd , it isclear that these rules can be treated on the same footing as others in the theory. It is straightforwardto extend all the results established so far to the case of databases containing denial rules. The resultis summarized in the following theorem4:Theorem 7 (general case) Let DB be a ground DDDB with the set of denial rules C: DB =EDB [ IDB [ C and Q be a positive query.� Let EDBd = fCdjC 2 EDBg.� Let Cd = fCdjC 2 Cg.� Let IDBd = fCdjC 2 IDBg.� Let IDBdQ = Qd [ IDBd = Qd [ fCdjC 2 IDBg.� Let DBd = EDBd [ IDBd [ Cd.� Let DBdQ = Qd [ EDBd [ IDBd [ Cd.Then1. DB ` Q i� EDB derives the clause set MM(Cd [ IDBdQ) =Min(T gC[IDB " !(fQg)).2. DB ` Q if and only if MM(DBdQ) =Min(T gDB " !(fQg)) = ;.3. If MM(DBdQ) =Min(T gDB " !(fQg)) is nonempty then:(a) Q is not derivable from DB.(b) Q becomes derivable from the updated database DBu achieved by adding to DB the set ofclauses S such that 8M 2MM(DBdQ)9C 2 S s:t:C subsumes M .(c) S =MM(DBdQ) =Min(T gDB " !(fQg)) is the weakest such set that can be added to DBto guarantee the derivability of Q from the updated database.Proof: Along the lines of earlier proofs (omitted for space considerations).Example 7 Let DB = fC1 = a _ b; C2 = c _ d; C3 = a ^ d ! e _ b; C4 = b ^ d ! f _ c; C5 = c !g; C6 = a ^ d! ?g. Let Q1 = b _ e _ g, Q2 = b _ c _ f and Q3 = g _ f . C = fC6 = a ^ d! ?g.IDBd [ Cd = fCd3 = e ^ b! a _ d; Cd4 = f ^ c! b _ d; Cd5 = g ! c; Cd6 = >! a _ dg.IDBdQ1 [ Cd = fCd3 = e ^ b! a _ d; Cd4 = f ^ c! b _ d; Cd5 = g ! c; Cd6 = >! a _ d; b; e; ggIDBdQ2 [ Cd = fCd3 = e ^ b! a _ d; Cd4 = f ^ c! b _ d; Cd5 = g ! c; Cd6 = >! a _ d; b; c; fg.IDBdQ3 [ Cd = fCd3 = e ^ b! a _ d; Cd4 = f ^ c! b _ d; Cd5 = g ! c; Cd6 = >! a _ d; g; fg.MM(IDBdQ1 [ Cd) = ffa; b; c; e; gg; fb; c; d; e; ggg. Both a _ b _ c _ e _ g and b _ c _ d _ e _ g aresubsumed by clauses in EDB. Q1 is an answer. It is not a�ected by the added constraint C6.MM(IDBdQ2 [ Cd) = ffa; b; c; fg; fb; c; f; dgg. Both clauses are derivable from EDB and therefore4The result is quite natural. The empty head ? of the denial clause trivially subsumes every positive clauseand therefore the goal set of the query can be expanded using such a clause, unconditionally. As expected, in thetransformed theory such clauses are converted into facts where they can be used for this unconditional expansion.10



Q2 is an answer as a result of adding C6.MM(IDBdQ3 [ Cd) = ffa; b; c; f; gg; fc; d; f; ggg. c _ d _ f _ g is subsumed by (c _ d) 2 EDB anda _ b _ c _ f _ g is subsumed by (a _ b) 2 EDB and so Q3 is an answer as a result of adding C6.Note that MM(DBdQi) = Min(T gDB " !(fQig)) = ;; for i 2 f1; 2; 3g. Comparing the results withExample 5 demonstrates that adding the constraints contributed to deriving more yes answers.4.3 Nonground RulesWhile we described our procedure for ground DDDBs, lifting them to the case of nongrounddatabases is possible. The problem is if the bottom-up procedure can �nd all the required clauses ofthe theory (models of the dual) starting from the set of facts representing the dual of the query. Apoint to note is that variables in the heads of dual clauses are treated as existentially quanti�ed andmultiple copies can be used for a refutation reecting the inde�niteness of the answer. The detailedtreatment of this issue is omitted for space considerations.Example 8 [9] Let DB = fC1 = Person(x)^Cold(x) ! Sneeze(x); C2 = Person(x)^HayFever(x) !Sneeze(x); C3 = > ! Person(Tom); C4 = Person(x) ^ Cold(x) ^HayFever(x)! ?g.Let Q = Sneeze(Tom). Qd = Sneeze(Tom).DBd = fCd1 = Sneeze(x)! Person(x) _ Cold(x); Cd2 = Sneeze(x)! Person(x) _HayFever(x);Cd4 = >! Person(x) _ Cold(x) _HayFever(x); Cd3 = Person(Tom)! ?g.The only minimal model of DBdQ is fSneeze(Tom); Cold(Tom); HayFever(Tom)g. Q is not a yesanswer and Sneeze(Tom) _ Cold(Tom) _ HayFever(Tom) is the possible update. fCold(Tom) _HayFever(Tom)g is the nontrivial update (explanation).4.4 Interpretations of the Duality ApproachUsually, proving the query is done by trying to refute the theory augmented by the negation of thequery [11]. When all clauses are represented as disjunctions of literals, the dual transformation hasthe e�ect of consistently reversing the polarity of each literal of both the theory and the negationof the query. This is so since C = Head(C) _ :Body(C) while Cd = :Head(C) _ Body(C).Clearly, this syntactic transformation preserves the consistency properties. So5 DB [ fNeg(Q)g `2 if and only if DBd [ fQdg ` 2. The change in e�ciency can be attributed to the fact thatthe bottom-up computational procedures treat positive and negative literals asymmetrically. Forexample, model generation provers are generally driven by positive facts that are then used togenerate new facts through theory clauses. Negative clauses are only used to close branches whenapplicable [3]. Therefore, working with the transformed theory DBd can a�ect the performance ofthe algorithm by reducing the number of positive literal occurrences and thus limiting the numberof possible expansions. Under favorable circumstances the overall e�ect may be faster refutations .Another view of the dual transformation is to interpret it as using the rules to (backward)propagate the falsity of the head atoms to the body atoms of each clause, initiated by the query.I.e. to specify the sets of atoms that need to be false in order for the query to be false. This is incontrast to the (forward) propagation of the truth of the body atoms to the head atoms when thebottom-up procedure is applied to the original clauses, initiated by elements of EDB.Example 9 Let DB = fC1 = b_c; C2 = b! a_e; C3 = c! a_d; C4 = b^e! ?g. Let Q = a_d.DBd = fCd1 = b ^ c! ?; Cd2 = a ^ e! b; Cd3 = a ^ d! c; Cd4 = > ! b _ eg.5Recall footnote 2 on page 6 detailing the relationship between , Neg(Q) and Qd.11



The clausal representation of DB [ fQ! ?g and DBd [Qd arefC1 = b _ c; C2 = :b _ a _ e; C3 = :c _ a _ d; C4 = :b _ :eg [ f:a;:dg andfCd1 = :b _ :c; Cd2 = b _ :a _ :e; Cd3 = c _ :a _ :d; Cd4 = b _ eg [ fa; dg, respectively.The correspondence between the two sets and the reversal of polarities is clear.Note that any resolution of two clauses in DB can be simulated by a resolution of the corre-sponding clauses in DBd with the resulting resolvents having reversed polarities of their literals.E.g. Resolvent(C1; C2) = a _ c _ e and Resolvent(Cd1 ; Cd2 ) = :a _ :c _ :e.Elements of MM(DB) = ffa; bg; fa; cg; fc; dgg are sets of atoms that need to be true simulta-neously to satisfy the theory (driven by EDB). Elements of MM(IDBdQ) = ffa; b; c; dgg are sets ofatoms that need to be false simultaneously to satisfy IDB and the falsity of Q (driven by Qd and Cd).5 Conclusions and Future WorkWe presented a simple approach to enable the use of a forward chaining procedure to process queriesin a backward chaining mode. The idea is to utilize a certain version of the duality principle toreinterpret the clauses of the input theory so that the application of a bottom-up procedure to thetransformed theory will answer the posed positive query in a top-down fashion.From a theoretical perspective, the results constitute an elaboration on the strong connectionbetween concepts used to characterize disjunctive theories: derivable clauses and models; minimalmodel set and minimal model state; model trees and clausal trees; and query answering and modelgeneration [21, 18, 22]. We emphasized the strong connection between the set of clauses that needto be subsumed by EDB to make the query derivable and the set of minimal models of the theorydualization, with the view on using (minimal) model generating procedures for bi-directional queryprocessing. From a practical point of view, our algorithm can result in substantial savings due to thelimited search space explored and can bene�t from the wealth of work and algorithms, available andunder development, for e�cient (minimal) model generation to perform a goal focused search foranswers [3, 2, 17]. Our preliminary testing points to substantial performance improvement achievableby using a minimal model generation based query answering procedure on the dual theory to achievetop-down processing, as opposed to having the same procedure operate on the input theory in abottom-up mode6.In contrast to other approaches, ours is applicable to disjunctive theories [13] and avoids theexplicit introduction of new predicates into the transformed theory [1, 8, 5, 16, 19]. Rather weachieve the required results by reinterpreting the clauses (and consequently the logical connectives)in a dual mode. As is the original, the transformed theory is a DDDB. The dual transformationis quite simple and involves only changing the direction of implications in all clauses. Including(negative) clauses corresponding to the elements of the extensional database, EDB, in the processmakes it work in a refutation-like manner and may improve the performance by detecting clausesubsumption as early as possible. The reasoning behind the duality approach was shown to benatural and based on solid logical grounds. It is equivalent to working with reversed polarities ofliterals and using clauses to propagate particular truth values.The method in [10] uses special data structures (deduction trees) and algorithms to achievetop-down query answering without transforming the theory. That approach doesn't o�er the re�ned6Our testing was performed on a prototype implementation of the minimal model generator MM-Satchmo asdescribed in [3]. The theory and the query were presented in both original form and manually transformed dual form.The gains were achieved when both ground and range-restricted (in both directions) theories were used.12



query answering capabilities of the method outlined here. We specify the minimal component thatneeds to be satis�ed to have an a�rmative answer and thus produce minimal updates.[14] outlines a method based on using SLO-resolution to modify the WAM approach so that itdeals with disjunctive logic programs. The modi�cation, Disjunctive WAM (DWAM), uses clausesubsumption as the basic expansion mechanism and operates in a goal oriented fashion for queryanswering. In contrast with the current method, the DWAM and the deduction tree approach of[10], are applied to theories without constraints.A more substantive di�erence is that our approach avoids much of the nondeterminism thatcauses problems for the SLO-based DWAM approach. Rather than searching for alternative ways tosubsume a goal we try all possible subsumptions but without repetition. Additionally, our de�nitionof the goal set explicitly excludes a major class of irrelevant clause expansions that can cause thesearch space to explode. Matching clauses are expanded only if they can contribute something newto the refutational process. No clause is used for expansion more than once in a single branch andwe never expand using a clause with body atoms intersecting with the set of atoms in the currentbranch. This makes it possible to avoid many useless expansions.While we still have to choose from among clauses with matching heads, our expansion of the goaltree is deterministic: e.g. a selection function always selects the leftmost goal from the �rst (in thegiven clause order) potentially useful clause and we insist on solving it (or failing) before moving(backtracking) to the next goal in that clause. In a sense this makes our search more focused: atevery stage we are concerned with the solvability of a particular goal clause. Subsequent goal clausesare considered, if required, only after the decision on the current clause is made (success or failure).The fact that our approach is based on a di�erent clause expansion paradigm makes it possible toavoid the extensive rewriting (I-code) needed for the DWAM approach to account for the nondeter-minism of subsumption checking and the indexing needed to keep track of clause usage. Rather, weuse the syntactic duality transformation and that alone makes it possible to utilize already existingbottom-up procedures, with their e�ciency enhancing techniques, to process queries top-down.An added advantage of our approach is that it is able to specify the conditions under which thegoal set expansion can be discontinued and the minimal updates [7] needed to derive the query.The latter is a re�nement of the query answering process. However, our updates take the formof clause additions and do not include specifying clauses that need to be false to guarantee thederivability of the query [17]. The set of goal clauses returned can be used to modify the clausalstructure of EDB to make the query nonderivable. For space considerations we didn't elaborate onthis and related issues. It is also possible for the user to divide the query answering process intotwo stages: generating a complete (su�cient) and necessary set of clauses that need to be checkedfor derivability in the extensional component of the database and the actual checking process. Thiscan be employed to achieve optimal access time to the EDB when it is stored in slower memoryand makes it possible to localize updates to individual components of the database. Alternatively,interleaving accesses to the di�erent components of the database will make it possible to operatethe procedure in the refutation mode, where the aim is to derive the empty clause. In this case theprocedure will operate on a (possibly much) larger theory that includes the transformed EDB butwill tend to end the expansion sooner. The choice of the mode will depend on the relative sizes ofthe database components and their relative access times.The debate over which direction for clause evaluation: bottom-up or top-down performs best wasaddressed extensively in the literature [4, 13, 15, 19, 20]. Our presentation is not meant to solve thisissue but rather to o�er the user a choice. As a matter of fact, since (DBd)d = DB it is immediateto note that for any theory that performs better for one approach there is a theory that performsworse. A strong argument for the top-down approach is that many deductive databases fall into the13
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